IMPEL facilitates evaluations and knowledge sharing to improve the design and implementation of Resilience Food Security Activities (RFSAs), funded by the USAID Bureau for Humanitarian Assistance. IMPEL measures RFSA performance and impact, strengthens accountability, and improves guidance and policy by collecting and analyzing information throughout the life of a RFSA.

**Evaluation Process**

**Impact Evaluations**
- Baseline Study
- Process Evaluation
- Midline Evaluation
- Endline Evaluation

**Performance Evaluations**
- Baseline Study
- Midterm Evaluation
- Interim Evaluation
- Final Evaluation

- Research establishing the state of indicators in target communities at the beginning of an activity.
- Process evaluation of the implementation approaches’ quality.
- Second round of quantitative data collection to gauge progress on lower level outcomes.
- Research evaluating a RFSA’s performance and/or attributing impact on activity outcomes.

**Quick Facts**

- **Funder:** USAID’s Bureau for Humanitarian Assistance
- **Duration:** 7 years (Fiscal Years 2019–2026)
- **Consortium:** Save the Children, TANGO International, Tulane University, Causal Design, Innovations for Poverty Action, International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI)

**Contact Us**

IMPEL@savechildren.org
fsnnetwork.com/IMPEL

This brief is made possible by the generous support of the American people through the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The contents are the responsibility of the Implementer-Led Evaluation & Learning (IMPEL) award and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States Government.
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Country Evaluations

- Impact Evaluation (IE)
- Performance Evaluation (P)

**Haiti**
- Activity: Kore Lavi Ayiti pi Djanm

**Niger**
- Activity: Girma, Wadato, and Hamzari

**Uganda**
- Activity: Graduating to Resilience (G2R) Phase I and II

**Ethiopia**
- Activity: SPIR II, Ifaa, PRESERVE

**Kenya**
- Activity: Nawiri

**Madagascar**
- Activity: Coming soon Okhokelamo Ni Solha

**Malawi**
- Activity: UBALE, Njira, Titukulane

**Mozambique**
- Activity: FIOVANA, ASOTRY, Farrarano, Maharo

**Democratic Republic of the Congo**
- Activity: Budikadidi, Tundelee, Pamoja II, South Kivu Food Security Project (FSP)-Enyanya

**Zimbabwe**
- Activity: Amalima, Enhancing Nutrition, Stepping up Resiliency and Enterprise (ENSURE), Takunda, Amalima Loko

**Burkina Faso**
- Activity: ViMPlus

**Niger**
- Activity: ViMPlus
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- Activity: Budikadidi, Tundelee, Pamoja II, South Kivu Food Security Project (FSP)-Enyanya
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